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ADVANCED SCOPE AND SEQUENCES: 1st Edition
9th - 12th grades  

What is FLEX Curriculum? 
FLEX Curriculum is designed as a rigorous, relevant, and flexible set 
of curriculum resources art teachers can curate for their classrooms. 

Teachers can utilize scope and sequences, units, and learning 
experiences based on their unique needs and environments.
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HOW TO UNDERSTAND THESE SCOPE AND SEQUENCES

The following FLEX Curriculum K-12 

scope and sequences were designed 

for art educators to use as inspiration 

and as a guide to drive teaching. The 

FLEX Curriculum contents selected 

at each level are based on five grade 

level priority National Core Arts 

Standards (at the top of each page) 

represented in the content driving 

‘Essential Questions’ (second column 

from left). 

The National Core Arts Standards 

are the foundation of each grade 

level scope and sequence. Priority 

standards selected ensure students 

will have opportunities to create, 

connect, present, and respond 

through process and projects. 

Concepts and skills in the lesson plans 

spiral and build upon one another 

increasing complexity and depth.

Grade level units are organized 

by an element, principle or media 

(first column on the left). While the 

following scope and sequences are 

written to be linear with spiraling 

concepts, modifications may need to 

be made to meet district or student 

goals and needs. If all units are 

taught in sequential order, students 

will be exposed to a variety of skills, 

standards, concepts, media and 

learning experiences.
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HIGH SCHOOL : ADVANCED PROFICIENT

UNIT ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS LESSON VIDEO ARTIST BIO ASSESSMENT

2D

What is the value of evaluating 
2D artwork? What can we learn 

from feedback when creating 2D 
artwork? How does refining a 2D 

artwork change its interpretation? 

GRAPHITE STILL LIFE DRAWINGS WHAT IS VALUE? | ADVANCED JANET FISH RESPOND REFLECTION RUBRIC

SEASCAPE IMPRESSIONS WHAT IS IMPRESSIONISM? CLAUDE MONET CONNECT REFLECTION RUBRIC

ABSTRACT LANDSCAPES WHAT IS PERSPECTIVE? ALMA THOMAS “FIRST, THEN, NEXT FINALLY”

STITCHED PORTRAITS WHAT IS LINE? | ADVANCED FAITH RINGGOLD RESPOND REFLECTION RUBRIC

POETICAL PRINTMAKING WHAT IS COLOR? | ADVANCED NIKI DE SAINT PHALLE CONNECT REFLECTION RUBRIC

HISTORY
Janet Fish was born in Boston, Massachusetts, and moved with 
her family to Bermuda when she was 10. Her father was an art 
history professor, her mother was a sculptor and potter, and her 
grandfather was a noted American Impressionist, so art was in her 
blood. Fish spent a summer studying at the Art Students League 
in New York and completed a summer residency at the Skowhegan 
School of Painting & Sculpture in Maine after earning a degree in 
sculpture and printmaking from Smith College. She went on to be 
one of the first women to earn an MFA from Yale University School 
of Art and Architecture.

CAREER
Janet Fish’s first solo show was in New Jersey in 1967, and 
she went on to exhibit throughout the United States during 
the decades thereafter. Her work is in the collections of many 
museums, including the Whitney Museum of American Art and 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. She has taught at the School of 
Visual Arts and the University of Chicago, among other institutions. 
Fish believes in lifelong learning and artistic experimentation. 
She continues to paint, dividing her time between Manhattan and 
Vermont.

Janet Fish
Born 1938

American realist painter

Famous for realistic and 
colorful still life paintings

FAMOUS WORKS 
Box of Grapes, 1969

Tulip, Apple and Glass, 1980

Dog Days, 1993

Bag, Honey, 1996

Lattice Vase, 2001

KNOWN FOR
Fish is known for large, bold still life 
paintings. She captures the moment 
with vivid colors and her ability to 
convey the interplay between light 
and shadows. Fish experiments 
with painting transparent items, 
such as glass and water, and with 
spatial effects, such as flipping the 
importance of the background and 
foreground.

Fish, J. and Henry, G. (ed.) (1987) Janet Fish. New York: Burton Skira Inc.

Official website. (n.d.) DC Moore Gallery. Retrieved from http://www.dcmooregallery.com/artists/janet-fish 

Janet Fish (1980). Tulip, Apple and Glass [Oil on canvas]. 
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HISTORY
At an early age, Claude Monet developed a love of drawing. He filled 
his school books with sketches of people, including caricatures of 
his teachers. He later began working on plein air painting, which 
became his preferred method of artmaking. After gaining fame in 
the 1880s, he moved to Giverny, where he created famed paintings 

of his ponds and gardens.

CAREER
Monet served in the Army in the early 1860s, but after contracting 
typhoid, he left the service and began studying to be a painter. He 
was soon recognized as such and painted his famous Impression: 
Sunrise in 1872. He continued developing his style and working 
with other Impressionists until settling into a home in Giverny. He 
focused much of his remaining career on painting the water lilies, 
pond, and bridge found on the grounds there. He died in 1926 as a 
wealthy and famous man.

Claude Monet
1840-1926

French Painter

Famous for starting the 
Impressionist painting 
movement, which 
was concerned with 
capturing light and 
natural forms

FAMOUS WORKS 
Impression: Sunrise, 1872

Poppies, 1873

Woman with a Parasol, 1875

Grainstack (Sunset), 1891

Rouen Cathedral, 1894

The Houses of Parliament, 1903

KNOWN FOR
Monet is one of the most famous 
painters in the history of art and a 
leading figure in the Impressionist 
movement. He painted from 
observation, trying to capture 
nature as he saw it. In doing so, he 
challenged the prevailing ideas about 
color, composition, and perspective. 
He is known for broad strokes of 
color and intricately constructed 
textures. He would often forego any 
sense of depth in his paintings and 
use color and composition in novel 
ways.

Arnason, H. H., & Mansfield, E. (2013). History of modern art. Seventh edition. Boston: Pearson.

Janson, H. W., Davies, P. J. E., & Janson, H. W. (2011). Janson’s history of art: The western tradition. Upper Saddle River, NJ:   
 Prentice Hall. 

Claude Monet (1872). Impression: Sunrise [Oil on canvas]. Musée Marmottan Monet, Paris
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RESPOND
Learning Objective: I can analyze and interpret meaning in artwork. I can apply criteria to evaluate 
artistic work.  

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:
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CONNECT
Learning Objective: I can synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. I can 
relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

NCAS - VA:Cr1�1�Ia Use multiple 
approaches to begin creative 

endeavors.

NCAS - VA:Cr1�2�Ia Shape an artistic 
investigation of an aspect of present-
day life using a contemporary practice 

of art or design.

NCAS - VA:Pr5�1�Ia Analyze and 
evaluate the reasons and ways an 

exhibition is presented.

NCAS - VA:Re�7�2�Ia Analyze how one’s 
understanding of the world is affected 

by experiencing visual imagery.

NCAS - VA:Cn10�1�Ia Document the 
process of developing ideas from early 

stages to fully elaborated ideas.

ADVANCED PROFICIENT PRIORITY STANDARDS

HISTORY
Alma Thomas was born in Columbus, Georgia, in 1891, and when 
she was 15, her father moved their family to Washington, D.C. 
Her childhood home was high on a hill where Thomas was able 
to appreciate the color and beauty of the town below. Thomas 
attended Howard University and was the first to graduate from their 
art department in 1924; later Thomas received her Master of Art 
degree in Education, leading to teaching in the public schools for 
over 30 years. At the same time she retired from teaching, Thomas 
was diagnosed with arthritis and almost gave up painting. Thankfully 
she continued her work, as some of her most famous paintings were 
created towards the end of her life.

KNOWN FOR
Inspired by nature’s colors, Thomas’ later paintings appear to have 
gone through expressionist, abstract, and nonobjective phases. 
Another inspiration for Thomas’ paintings was man’s landing on 
the moon in 1969, leading to paintings involving space. Thomas’ 
paintings clearly show how much she studied color theory, based on 
her careful selections. Thomas tended to use watercolors but also 
uses acrylic paint later in life. Thomas favored concentric circles and 
vertical stripes.

CAREER
In 1966, Thomas made her first public appearance with her abstract 
art in an exhibit at Howard University. Thomas’ mentors influenced 
her to go from realistic paintings to abstracts using vibrant coloring. 
In 1972, Thomas was the first African American woman to have a 
one-woman exhibit at Whitney Museum of American Art. Also in 
1972, Thomas’ paintings were displayed in Corcoran Gallery of Art 
and were chosen for permanent display at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in New York City. Thomas’ work was displayed at the White 
House three times, as well. In the last decade of her life, Thomas 
produced some of her most important works but eventually limited 
her painting time in her final years due to her arthritis.

Alma
Thomas

1891-1978

American Abstract 
Painter

Famous for abstract 
paintings using water-
color, acrylic paint, and 
intense colors

FAMOUS WORKS 
The Stormy Sea, 1958

Iris, Tulips, Jonquils, and Crocuses, 1969

Apollo 12 “Splash Down,” 1970

Atmospheric Effects I, 1970

Snoopy Sees Earth Wrapped in Sunset, 
1970

Autumn Leaves Fluttering in the Breeze, 
1973

Alma Thomas. (n.d.). Retrieved from americanart.si.edu/artist/alma-thomas-4778.

Alma Woodsey Thomas. (n.d.). Retrieved from nmwa.org/explore/artist-profiles/alma-woodsey-thomas. 

Alma Thomas (1970). Apollo 12 “Splash Down” [Acrylic and graphite on canvas]. Michael Rosenfeld Gallery LLC, New York, NY
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FIRST, THEN, NEXT, FINALLY 
Consider your artmaking process.  

Write down what the necessary steps are to complete the art.

FIRST

THEN

NEXT

FINALLY

To create my artwork I...

HISTORY
Daughter to a minister and a fashion designer, Faith Ringgold grew 
up in Harlem during the Great Depression and later the Harlem 
Renaissance. Ringgold’s mother taught her  to sew at a young age, 
and her grandmother reinforced the storytelling qualities quiltmaking 
has in African-American culture. In 1950, she began studying art at 
New York’s City College but found that her instructors did not teach 
her about African or African-American art. Instead, she explored this 
on her own, highlighting her ability to strive for more than what was 
offered to her.

KNOWN FOR
Ringgold is especially known for work she started at the beginning 
of her career: the American People Series and the Black Light 
Series. These paintings are political in nature and were also mostly 
ignored in the art community. However, as time went on and 
Ringgold continued to produce political, visual, and performance art, 
enthusiasts looked back at her early series, understanding them to be 
the foundation of everything that came after. Ringgold is also known 
for her story quilts, which influenced much of her later work.

CAREER
Throughout her career, Ringgold co-founded several feminist 
and anti-racism organizations, such as the Ad Hoc Women’s Art 
Committee, the Women Students and Artists for Black Art Liberation, 
the National Black Feminist Organization, and “Where We At” Black 
Women Artists. Through these groups, she protested museums that 
did not feature women or Black artists, and she brought art to new 
communities, such as prison populations. Her art form expanded 
several times throughout her career, as she is also known for using 
fabric and soft sculpture, creating costumes and masks, and writing 
children’s books. Regardless of the medium, however, Ringgold’s 
work is most often inspired by her experiences as an African-
American woman.

Faith
Ringgold

Born 1930

African-American 
Multimedia Artist and 
Author

Famous for using art to 
confront prejudice

FAMOUS WORKS 
American People Series #20: Die, 1967

The Black Light Series: Flag for the 
Moon, 1969

Who’s Afraid of Aunt Jemima, 1983

Change: Faith Ringgold’s Over 100 

Pounds Weight Loss Performance Story 
Quilt, 1986

Tar Beach, 1988

Faith Ringgold. (n.d.). Retrieved January 20, 2019, from https://www.artsy.net/artist/faith-ringgold 

Faith Ringgold’s Life and Legacy. (n.d.). Retrieved January 20, 2019, from  
 https://www.theartstory.org/artist-ringgold-faith-life-and-legacy.htm#biography_header 

Faith Ringgold. (1988). Tar Beach [Acrylic on fabric]. Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, NY.
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RESPOND
Learning Objective: I can analyze and interpret meaning in artwork. I can apply criteria to evaluate 
artistic work.  

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Niki de Saint Phalle was born in France in 1930 to an American 
mother and a French father. As a banker, her father lost much of his 
wealth during the Great Depression, prompting the family to move 
to New York. There she attended Brearley School and later Oldfields 
School in Maryland. After eloping with Henry Matthews at age 18, 
the couple moved to Paris, often travelling to experience the art of 
Europe. In 1953, upon being hospitalized for a nervous breakdown, 
Saint Phalle decided to become an artist due to her experience with 
paint therapy.

KNOWN FOR
Saint Phalle is best known for bold and experimental paintings, 
sculptures, and performance art. She communicates feminist ideas  
through vibrant and sometimes cartoonish paintings, as well as 
through collaborative performance art. Saint Phalle’s work is easily 
recognizable, as many of her contemporaries were famous for 
employing a darker, more masculine style.

CAREER
After divorcing Matthews, Saint Phalle became the only woman 
involved in the Nouveau Realisme movement. Saint Phalle’s most 
famous sculptural series, the Nanas, celebrates the female body. 
These pieces were inspired by her belief that women hold a lesser 
role in patriarchal society. A separate series, titled Tirs, is a succession 
of pieces in which the artist shot a bag of paint with a gun, resulting 
in multi-colored paint dripping down a blank canvas. At times, Saint 
Phalle included other objects on the surface of the pieces, alluding to 
personal experiences or political issues.

Niki de 
Saint Phalle

1930-2002

French-American 
Painter and Sculptor

Famous for conceptual 
art supportive of 
social and civil rights 
movements

FAMOUS WORKS 
Tirs (Shooting) Picture, 1961

Crucifixion, 1963

Black Venus, 1965-1967

Hon - a Cathedral, 1966

My Love We Won’t, 1968

The Empress, 1980

The Grotto, Hanover, 2001-2003

Niki de Saint Phalle’s Life and Legacy. (n.d.). Retrieved January 13, 2019, from  
 https://www.theartstory.org/artist-de-saint-phalle-niki-life-and-legacy.htm#biography_header 

Tate. (n.d.). ‘Shooting Picture’, Niki de Saint Phalle, 1961. Retrieved January 13, 2019, from  
 https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/saint-phalle-shooting-picture-t03824 

Niki de Saint Phalle (1965-67). Black Venus [Painted sculpture]. 
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CONNECT
Learning Objective: I can synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. I can 
relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:
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UNIT ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS LESSON VIDEO ARTIST BIO ASSESSMENT

2D

What is the value of 
evaluating 2D artwork? 
What can we learn from 

feedback when creating 2D 
artwork? How does refining 

a 2D artwork change its 
interpretation? 

POP ART POP ICONS WHAT IS POP ART? ANDY WARHOL 
“TELL, EXPLAIN, DESCRIBE, 

GUIDE”

BAUHAUS RELIEF DESIGN WHAT IS LINE? | ADVANCED WASSILY KANDINSKY CREATIVE PROCESS REFLECTION

3D

What is the value of 
evaluating 3D artwork? 
What can we learn from 

feedback when creating 3D 
artwork? How does refining 

a 3D artwork change its 
interpretation?

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN CUBE WHAT IS FORM? | ADVANCED ANISH KAPOOR CONNECT REFLECTION RUBRIC

MY FAV WHAT IS SPACE? | ADVANCED JOOYOUNG CHOI PRESENTING REFLECTION RUBRIC

MAKE ROOM! WHAT IS TEXTURE? | ADVANCED YAYOI KUSAMA
MOST SUCCESSFUL ARTWORK 

REFLECTION

HISTORY
Andy Warhol was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
As a child, Warhol often stayed home from school due to a 
health condition. There, he would listen to the radio and collect 
photographs of celebrities, shaping his interest in pop culture. His 
family encouraged his interest in the arts, funding his college tuition 
to Carnegie Institute of Technology, where he earned a degree in 
Pictorial Design.

CAREER
Before pursuing Pop Art, Warhol found success illustrating for 
Glamour, Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and The New Yorker. He also 
won several awards for his work in the advertisement industry. This 
experience influenced his later art, as many of his most famous 
pieces are based on advertisements and graphic design. Many film 
historians argue that the films made later in his career pioneered 
independent filmmaking. Warhol died at 58 after having become a 
commercially successful artist and well-known celebrity.

Andy Warhol
1928-1987

American Painter, 
Filmmaker, and 
Printmaker

Famous for Pop 
Art, Video Art, and 
Postmodernism

FAMOUS WORKS 
Gold Marilyn Monroe, 1962

Sleep, 1963

Brillo Boxes 1964

Campbell’s Soup, 1968

Mao, 1973

Self-Portrait, 1986

KNOWN FOR
Warhol is known for both his art 
and for his life as a celebrity. His 
iconic screenprints of Campbell’s 
soup cans and Marilyn Monroe are 
still highly reproduced and alluded 
to today. Warhol’s legacy also 
includes gatherings he held at his 
studio, nicknamed “The Factory.” 
Warhol often filmed  these meetings, 
attended by artists and celebrities, 
ultimately producing more than 500 
films that immortalized the scene.

Andy Warhol. (n.d.) Retrieved January 28, 2019, from https://www.theartstory.org/artist-warhol-andy.htm 

Andy Warhol: A Factory. (2018, April 18). Retrieved January 28, 2019, from  
 https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/andy-warhol-a-factory 

Andy Warhol (1968). Campbell’s Soup [Synthetic polymer paint on canvas]. Museum of Modern Art: New York, NY. 
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HISTORY
Wassily Kandinsky was born in Moscow and spent his childhood 
in Odessa, Russia. After graduating from art school, he moved to 
Moscow to study economics and law. While working as a professor, 
he began studying art more seriously. He worked in art and 
education throughout his life, moving between Germany, Russia, 

and France as necessitated by the wars and politics of his time.

CAREER
Kandinsky had an extensive career in both teaching and creating 
art. He worked for a long time in Germany and Russia, creating 
a new style of painting focused on emotion and color. These 
abstract works, as well as his theories and writings, were incredibly 
influential. He taught at the Bauhaus school in Germany and 
continued teaching and creating throughout his later life despite the 
political upheaval surrounding him.

Wassily Kandinsky
1866-1944

Russian Painter

Famous for being the 
first abstract painter 

FAMOUS WORKS 
Composition IV, 1911

Color Study, Squares with 
Concentric Circles, 1913

Composition VII, 1913

Transverse Line, 1923

Several Circles, 1926

KNOWN FOR
Kandinsky is best known for being 
one of the first artists to create 
abstract paintings. His abstract 
works are large, colorful, and 
expressive, featuring very little 
in the way of shapes or lines. He 
thought color was better used to 
express emotion than to capture 
the look of a subject. Kandinsky was 
influenced by music, saying that 
“music is the ultimate teacher.” He 
also wrote extensively on the theory 
of art, believing spirituality played 
an important role in all types of 
creation.

Arnason, H. H., & Mansfield, E. (2013). History of modern art. Seventh edition. Boston: Pearson.

Janson, H. W., Davies, P. J. E., & Janson, H. W. (2011). Janson’s history of art: The western tradition. Upper Saddle River, NJ:   
 Prentice Hall. 

Wassily Kandinsky (1913). Composition VII [Oil on canvas]. Moscow, The State Tretyakov Gallery
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I understand 
the concept 
and perform 
the concept 
consistently.

4.0
I understand 

the concept and 
can perform the 

concept.

3.0
I partially 

understand
or partially 

performed the 
concept.

2.0
With help,

I understand
or can perform

the concept.

1.0
Name: 

Class:

Learning goal:

Learning goal:

Learning goal:

Check a box for each learning goal

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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What did you create?

How did you create it?

What is the most successful part of your 
artwork?

What were your goals for creating the work?

What new techniques or methods did you 
explore while making this artwork?

What are you struggling with the most with 
your artwork?

TELL US ABOUT YOUR WORK

EXPLAIN THE PROCESS BEHIND YOUR ARTMAKING

DESCRIBE “GLOWS AND GROWS”

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Anish Kapoor was born in Bombay (now Mumbai) in India, the child 
of an Iraqi-Jewish mother and Hindu father. After spending some 
time studying to be an engineer in Israel, Kapoor moved to London 
and became interested in pursuing art as a career. After attending 
Hornsey College of Art in 1973, followed by the Chelsea School of 
Art in 1977, Kapoor returned to India and began his practice. Kapoor 
credits therapy and psychoanalysis in resolving psychological issues 
that plagued him since childhood. In 1995 he married the German-
born art historian Susanne Spicale. Kapoor lives and works in 
London.

CAREER
Kapoor’s work initially gained recognition at a 1978 group exhibition 
featuring up-and-coming British sculptors at the Hayward Gallery in 
London. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, his biomorphic (shapes 
echoing life-forms) sculptures and installations began receiving 
recognition. This lead to his participation in the Venice Biennale 
and later the honor of receiving a contemporary art award, the 
Turner Prize. He has been commissioned to create several public 
installations such as Cloud Gate (2006) in Chicago, Sky Mirror 
(2006) in New York, Cinema di Terra (2009) in the Parco Nazionale 
del Pollino in southern Italy, and Leviathan (2011) at the Grand 
Palais in Paris. In 2003 he was given the title of Commander of the 
British Empire and in 2011 Commandeur in the Ordre des Arts et des 
Lettres. 

Anish Kapoor
Born 1954

British Sculptor

Famous for his large-
scale abstract public 
sculptures that often 
contain reflective 
surfaces and curves 
using unexpected 
mediums

FAMOUS WORKS 
1000 Names, 979-1980

Void Field, 1989

Marsyas, 2002-2003

Sky Mirror, 2006

Cloud Gate, 2006

KNOWN FOR
Kapoor’s earlier works were created 
using many natural mediums 
including limestone, granite, stone, 
aluminum, resin, dirt, concrete, and 
colored pigments. From the 1990s 
onwards, however, his work has 
grown in size, with his exploration 
of new mediums such as PVC, 
fiberglass, and steel. At 33 feet high 
by 66 feet long, his most recognized 
work, Cloud Gate, often referred 
to as “The Bean,” is located in 

Millennium Park in Chicago.

Anish Kapoor. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/anish-kapoor

Anish Kapoor Artworks & Famous Art. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.theartstory.org/artist-kapoor-anish-artworks.htm

Raz-Russo, M. (2019, March 08). Anish Kapoor. Retrieved from https://www.britannica.com/biography/Anish-Kapoor
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CONNECT
Learning Objective: I can synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. I can 
relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Born in Seoul, South Korea, JooYoung Choi was taken from her 
parents as an infant. A family from Concord, New Hampshire, 
adopted her, but life was lonely for an Asian child growing up in 
1980s Concord. She hoped to become famous so her birth family 
would see her and reconnect. Though she initially studied music, 
Choi went on to complete a BFA at the Massachusetts College 
of Art and Design and an MFA at Lesley University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. While pursuing her undergraduate degree, she 
reunited with her birth family – a reunion that continues to influence 
her art.

CAREER
Since 2004, Choi’s work has been on view in solo and selected 
group exhibitions across the United States. She gives artists’ talks 
as requested and is regularly featured in regional and international 
publications and broadcasts. She lives in Houston, Texas, with her 
artist husband Trenton Doyle Hancock, who also explores identity 
through imagined mythology.

JooYoung Choi
Born 1982

South Korea-
born American 
multidisciplinary artist

Famous for creating 
a fictional world and 
narrative that guides her 
art

FAMOUS WORKS 
Quantum Soup: Spacia and 
Amplexus, 2016

Have Faith For You Have Always 
Been Loved, 2016-2017

A Better Yesterday, 2017 

Resilient Heart and the Tree of 
Miracles, 2018

Like a Bolt Out of the Blue, Faith 
Steps in and Sees You Through, 2019

KNOWN FOR
JooYoung Choi is known for a 
fictional world called Cosmic Womb 
that guides everything she does. It 
is colorful and fun, incorporating 
puppetry, music, painting, 
refrigerator magnets, animation, 
video, felt sculptures, and more. Choi 
mixes autobiography and fantasy, 
promoting the concepts of healing 
and self-worth.

Arning, B. (Ed.) (2017). A better Yesterday: JooYoung Choi, Jack Early, Lily van der Stokker.  
 Houston, TX: Contemporary Arts Museum.

Glentzer, M. (May 2015). Art leads to many discoveries for JooYoung Choi. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from 
 https://www.houstonchronicle.com/entertainment/arts-theater/article/Art-leads-to-many-disco
veries-for-JooYoung-Choi-6295155.php

Lavin, T. (April 2015). JooYoung Choi’s ‘cosmic womb’ explores issues of adoption and race in America. The Huffington Post. 

Retrieved from https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jooyoung-choi-cosmic-womb_n_
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PRESENTING
Learning Objective: I can select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation. I can develop and 
refine artistic techniques and work for presentation. I can convey meaning through the presentation of 
artistic work. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

PRESENTATION:

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Yayoi Kusama was born in 1929 in Matsumoto, Japan. She always 
painted as a child, filling her works with thousands of dots. After a 
short time at an art school in Japan, she moved to New York City. 
She has had a long career working alongside famous artists and 
creating unique works. In 2017 the Yayoi Kusama Museum opened in 
Tokyo, and it is dedicated to showcasing her work. She is known as 

one of the most important artists to ever come out of Japan.

CAREER
Kusama was raised in Matsumoto and trained at the Kyoto School of 
Arts and Crafts, learning a Japanese painting style called nihonga. 
She moved to New York City in the late 1950s and was part of the 
art scene for decades, working with Pop Artists and performance 
artists. She currently creates installations in museums around the 
world and is best known for her Infinity Rooms. Her obsession with 
dots and her interest in seemingly endless repetition have been 
hallmarks of her style throughout her career.

Yayoi Kusama
Born 1929

Japanese Sculptor

Famous for polka dot 
artworks and Infinity 
Rooms

FAMOUS WORKS 
Narcissus Garden, 1966

Pumpkin, 1983

Sunlight, 1998

Dots Obsession, 2003

Ascension of Polka Dots, 2017

KNOWN FOR
Kusama creates work in all 
different media including painting, 
performance art, fashion, and 
writing. But she is best known for 
her sculptures and installations, 
especially her works featuring 
thousands of polka dots; she has 
called herself an “obsessional artist.” 
She also creates Infinity Rooms, 
where lights reflect through a series 
of mirrors, giving the appearance of 
endless space. When you are in an 
Infinity Room, she makes it difficult 
to determine where you end and the 
rest of the installation begins!

Kusama, Y., & McCarthy, R. F. (2011). Infinity net: The autobiography of Yayoi Kusama. London: Tate Pub Ltd.

Yayoi Kusama’s Extraordinary Survival Story (September 26, 2018). Retrieved December 21, 2018, from 

 http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20180925-yayoi-kusamas-extraordinary-survival-story

Yayoi Kusama (1997). Dots Obsession [Mixed media]. Rice Gallery
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GOAL:

GOAL:

BEFORE

BEFORE

TODAY I CAN:

TODAY I CAN:

REFLECTION:

REFLECTION:

AFTER

AFTER

DID I ACCOMPLISH TODAY’S GOAL? (circle one)

DID I ACCOMPLISH TODAY’S GOAL? (circle one)

Name:        Class:

Name:        Class:

BEFORE & AFTER:
SELF ASSESSMENT & REFLECTION

NCAS - VA:Cr1�1�Ia Use multiple 
approaches to begin creative 

endeavors.

NCAS - VA:Cr1�2�Ia Shape an artistic 
investigation of an aspect of present-
day life using a contemporary practice 

of art or design.

NCAS - VA:Pr5�1�Ia Analyze and 
evaluate the reasons and ways an 

exhibition is presented.

NCAS - VA:Re�7�2�Ia Analyze how one’s 
understanding of the world is affected 

by experiencing visual imagery.

NCAS - VA:Cn10�1�Ia Document the 
process of developing ideas from early 

stages to fully elaborated ideas.
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Page 5

HIGH SCHOOL :  ADVANCED ACCOMPLISHED 

UNIT ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS LESSON VIDEO ARTIST BIO ASSESSMENT

2D

What is the purpose of 
investigating 2D artists and 

different creative approaches? 
What conditions, attitudes, 

and behaviors support 
inspiration for 2D art and 

creative thinking? 

ANALOGOUS FRUIT WHAT IS COLOR? | ADVANCED MARK ROTHKO SELF-EVALUATION FOR STILL LIFE

EXQUISITE CORPSE PEN DRAWING WHAT IS LINE? | ADVANCED KARA WALKER JUST ONE PEER REVIEW

SYMBOLIC SELF-PORTRAITS WHAT IS SHAPE? | ADVANCED AMY SHERALD PRESENTING REFLECTION RUBRIC

STILL LIFE TRANSFIGURATION WHAT IS PERSPECTIVE? PAUL CEZANNE SELF-EVALUATION FOR STILL LIFE

WHEN BORROWING (COPYING?) 
 IS OK WHAT IS POP ART? BANKSY RESPOND REFLECTION RUBRIC

HISTORY
Mark Rothko emigrated from Russia to the United States when he 
was 10. He graduated from his Portland, Oregon, high school in only 
three years and spent the next two years at Yale. He found a job 
in New York, where he wandered into an art class to meet a friend 
and was inspired to enroll in classes himself. Rothko also loved the 
theater and unsuccessfully tried his hand at acting. Biographers say 
his experience painting theatrical scenery influenced his artwork, 
particularly his murals.

KNOWN FOR
Rothko was known for his large abstract color field paintings. He was 
a master of color and used it to convey emotion and spirituality in his 
work. He fought for artists’ freedom of expression and refused to sell 
his work when he didn’t feel the buyer’s purpose fit with his personal 
vision. He turned down an award from the Guggenheim Foundation 

because he didn’t believe that art should be competitive.

CAREER
Expressionism influenced Rothko’s early work, but in the 1940s he 
moved to a more abstract style. At the end of that decade, he took 
recognizable figures out of his pieces and began painting soft-edged 
blocks of color, or “sectionals,” a technique he continued for the rest 
of his life. From 1964-1967, he created 14 large black murals for The 
Rothko Chapel in Houston, Texas. The black in these paintings varies 
with each day’s light, so every visitor experiences a slightly different 
version of the artwork. Sadly, Rothko died in 1970, before the chapel’s 
opening in 1971.

Mark
Rothko

1903-1970

Russian-American 
Painter

Famous for large 
abstract color field 
paintings

FAMOUS WORKS 
Crucifixion, 1935

Entrance to Subway, 1938 

Oedipus, 1944

Four Darks in Red, 1958

Untitled, Black on Gray, 1969

Breslin, J. (1993). Mark Rothko: A Biography. Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press.

Rothko, C. (2015). Mark Rothko: From the Inside Out. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press

Mark Rothko (1958). Four Darks in Red [Oil on canvas]. Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. 
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HISTORY
Kara Walker knew she wanted to be an artist at age three. After 
moving from her home state of California to Georgia at age 13, 
Walker experienced an influx of racism compared to what she was 
used to. To escape the negative treatment she received at school, 
she spent much of her time in the library, where she read about the 
South and constructed a new understanding of the people around 
her. After high school, Walker attended Atlanta College of Arts, 
where she felt the pressure from her professors was greater than it 
was for non-black students. Walker’s art reflects these experiences, 
as it is often focused on race relations.

KNOWN FOR
Walker is known for examining racial stereotypes through historical 
silhouettes. The silhouettes often tell Black America’s stories 
of oppression. Her work is sometimes criticized for taking the 
stereotypes too far, resulting in the perpetuation of negative 
beliefs. Other critics disagree, arguing that Walker’s exaggerated 
stereotypes highlight the ridiculousness of racist ideas.

CAREER
Since becoming famous for her first installations, Walker has earned 
the MacArthur Foundation Achievement Award, worked as a 
professor at Columbia University, and served as Chair of the Visual 
Arts  at Rutgers University. She has also persisted in creating art, 
continuing to work with silhouette and embedding watercolor, light 
and projection, film, and sculpture into her practice. 

Kara Walker
Born 1969

African-American 
Conceptual Artist

Famous for using 
silhouette to examine 
stereotypes

FAMOUS WORKS 
Gone: An Historical Romance of a 
Civil War as it Occurred b’tween the 
Dusky Thighs of One Young Negress 
and Her Heart, 1994

The End of Uncle Tom and the 
Grand Allegorical Tableau of Eva in 
Heaven, 1995

Untitled (John Brown), 1996

Camptown Ladies, 1998

No mere words can Adequately 
reflect the Remorse this Negress 
feels at having been Cast into such 
a lowly state by her former Masters 
and so it is with a Humble heart that 
she brings about their physical Ruin 
and earthly Demise, 1999

Darkytown Rebellion, 2001

A Subtlety, or the Marvelous Sug-
ar Baby an Homage to the unpaid 
and overworked Artisans who have 
refined our Sweet tastes from the 
cane fields to the Kitchens of the 
New World on the Occasion of the 
demolition of the Domino Sugar 
Refining Plant, 2014

Kara Walker. (n.d.). Retrieved January 21, 2019, from https://walkerart.org/collections/artists/kara-walker 

Kara Walker’s Life and Legacy. (n.d.). Retrieved January 21, 2019, from  
 https://www.theartstory.org/artist-walker-kara-life-and-legacy.htm#biography_header  

Kara Walker (1998). Camptown Ladies [Cut paper and adhesive on wall]. Rubell Family Collection, Miami, FL. 
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Please explain how you created a “personal” still life study. Explain how and why you 
arranged your still life the way that you did. Remember that an aspect of this assignment 

is about creating an evocative, personal mood. 

SELF-EVALUATION FOR STILL LIFE
Student name:  _________________________________________  Class:  _____________________

POOR
1

MODERATE
2

GOOD
3

STRONG
4

EXCELLENT
5

Materials used well; 
technique is excellent; good 
value inclusion

Evidence of thinking;  
clear visual intent; clear 
marks of intent; clear, 
evocative mark-making

Purposeful, planned 
composition; use of rule of 
thirds; clear visual planning

Inventive/ Imaginative

Awareness of style and 
format

Inclusion of additive/ 
subtractive methods; range 
in value.

GLOWS & GROWS  
REVIEW EACH QUESTION AND RESPOND.

GLOW: What was something that was a success, surprise, or both?

GROW: What was something you learned, that happened, or that challenged you?

SELF-EVALUATION: Please reflect and score yourself.
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ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

JUST ONE
PEER REVIEW

NCAS - VA:Cr1�2�IIa Choose from a 
range of materials and methods of 

traditional and contemporary artistic 
practices to plan works of art and 

design

NCAS - VA:Pr6�1�IIa Make, explain, and 
justify connections between artists 
or artwork and social, cultural, and 

political history.

NCAS - VA:Re�7�2�IIa Evaluate the 
effectiveness of an image or images to 
influence ideas, feelings, and behaviors 

of specific audiences.

NCAS - VA:Re8�1�IIa Identify types of 
contextual information useful in the 

process of constructing interpretations 
of an artwork or collection of works.

NCAS - VA:Cn10�1�IIa Utilize inquiry 
methods of observation, research, and 
experimentation to explore unfamiliar 

subjects through art- making.

HISTORY
Amy Sherald was born in Columbus, Georgia, but has spent much of 
her life Baltimore, Maryland. She earned a BA in painting from Clark 
Atlanta University and an MFA in painting from the Maryland Institute 
College of Art. Sherald apprenticed with Arturo Lindsay at Spelman 
College and studied with painter Odd Nerdrum in Larvik, Norway. 
Additional residencies have taken her to Portobelo, Panama; Beijing, 
China; Baltimore, Maryland; and New Orleans, Louisiana.

KNOWN FOR
Amy Sherald blurs the line between realism and fantasy. Her 
paintings are narrative, telling a story through the characters shown. 
She represents the subjects of her portraits realistically, but their skin 
color is a shade of gray. They are generally against a brightly colored 
background.

CAREER
In 2016, Amy Sherald was the first woman to win the Outwin 
Boochever Portrait Competition. Her work then traveled the United 
States as part of the group exhibition titled The Outwin 2016: 
American Portraiture Today. First Lady Michelle Obama selected 
Sherald to paint her portrait for the National Portrait Gallery in 
Washington, D.C., in 2018.  Sherald regularly has solo shows and takes 
part in group exhibitions throughout the country. Her work is on 
display in collections nationwide, including at the Kemper Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Kansas City, Missouri, and the National Museum 
of Women in the Arts in Washington, D.C.

Amy
Sherald

Born 1973

American painter

Famous for unique 
narrative portraits; 
selected to paint First 
Lady Michelle Obama’s 
official portrait

FAMOUS WORKS 
Grand Dame Queenie, 2013

Freeing Herself Was One Thing, Taking 
Ownership of that Freed Self Was 
Another, 2015

All Things Bright and Beautiful, 2016

Try on Dreams Until I Find the One that 
Fits Me. They All Fit Me, 2017

First Lady Michelle Obama, 2018

Payot, M. (2019) A conversation between Amy Sherald and Marc Payot. Hauser & Wirth. Retrieved from 
 https://www.hauserwirth.com/stories/24748-conversation-amy-sherald-marc-payot

Sherald, A. (2017). Official website. Retrieved from http://www.amysherald.com 

Amy Sherald (2013). Grand Dame Queenie [Oil on canvas]. 
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PRESENTING
Learning Objective: I can select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation. I can develop and 
refine artistic techniques and work for presentation. I can convey meaning through the presentation of 
artistic work. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

PRESENTATION:

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Born into a wealthy family, Paul Cezanne was expected to enter 
law. After persuading his father to let him study art, Cezanne nearly 
dropped out of art school, depressed that he wasn’t as technically 
proficient as the other students. After a period of dark work, 
Cezanne explored Impressionism, taking his canvases outside all 
over the countryside to paint, which was still considered radical. His 
emphasis on the underlying structure of his subjects foreshadowed 
Cubism.

CAREER
Isolated, socially awkward, and sometimes violent, Cezanne 
struggled throughout his life to express in paint his revolutionary 
ideas about the nature of art. He explored the properties of line, 
plane, and color and often painted objects in one hue to produce 
the greatest effect of fullness of form. Cezanne believed artists 
should use cylinders, spheres, and cones to represent art in 
nature. Modern critics find the dignity of form in Cezanne’s work 
reminiscent of the simplicity of form that produced Classical art.

Paul Cezanne
1839-1906

French Painter

Famous for being one 
of the greatest Post-
Impressionists

FAMOUS WORKS 
The Basket of Apples, 1893

Mont Saint-Victoire with Viaduct,  

1885-1887

KNOWN FOR
Cezanne is known as the most 
significant pioneer of 20th-century 
abstract painting. His spatial 
explorations paved the way for 
Cubism and Fauvism. Picasso 
declared Cezanne as “the father of 
us all.”

Arnason, H. H., & Kalb, P. (2003). History of Modern Art: Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Photography. Fifth edition. Upper  
 Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall.

Huyghe, R. (2019, January 29). Paul Cezanne. Encyclopaedia Britannica.  
 Retrieved from https://www.britannica.com/biography/Paul-Cezanne

Tansey, R. & Kleiner, F. (1996). Gardner’s Art through the Ages II: Renaissance and Modern Art. Tenth edition. Fort Worth, TX:  
 Harcourt Brace College Publishers.  

Cezanne, P. (1893). The Basket of Apples [Oil on canvas]. Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
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Please explain how you created a “personal” still life study. Explain how and why you 
arranged your still life the way that you did. Remember that an aspect of this assignment 

is about creating an evocative, personal mood. 

SELF-EVALUATION FOR STILL LIFE
Student name:  _________________________________________  Class:  _____________________

POOR
1

MODERATE
2

GOOD
3

STRONG
4

EXCELLENT
5

Materials used well; 
technique is excellent; good 
value inclusion

Evidence of thinking;  
clear visual intent; clear 
marks of intent; clear, 
evocative mark-making

Purposeful, planned 
composition; use of rule of 
thirds; clear visual planning

Inventive/ Imaginative

Awareness of style and 
format

Inclusion of additive/ 
subtractive methods; range 
in value.

GLOWS & GROWS  
REVIEW EACH QUESTION AND RESPOND.

GLOW: What was something that was a success, surprise, or both?

GROW: What was something you learned, that happened, or that challenged you?

SELF-EVALUATION: Please reflect and score yourself.

HISTORY
The identity of the street artist known as Banksy remain in question. 
He wishes to remain anonymous and his fans do not want to know 
who he is either. He did sit for a photograph for Time magazine in 
2010 with a paper bag over his head, still concealing his identity. In 
addition to this, he also appears in film “Exit Through the Gift Shop” 
where his face remains unseen behind the shadows of a dark hood. 

KNOWN FOR
Banksy is known for his provocative and thought provoking street art. 
He views modern day advertisement as the trespassing of the mind, 
in a sense. And in that way, he views his art as a way of rebelling 
against the messages creeping into society’s brain. Ads lead people 
to a brand name to sell people on a product or an idea. His art is 
the antithesis of that–he is creating art as a free thinking individual 
in a public arena, often with wit, humor and a hard truth. In 2018, he 
unveiled a show-stopping work, now titled Love is in the Bin, which 
partially self-shredded itself through a hidden shredder concealed in 
the frame during a live auction at the Sotheby’s. Banksy pushes the 
boundaries of art through his work. Whether his art is mounted on a 
wall in a gallery or sprayed outdoors, his art always has something to 
say.

CAREER
Banksy first trespassed over railroad tracks to initial his graffiti 
group’s initials on a wall when he was a teenager. Between then and 
now, he has created countless “bombings” or graffiti art messages 
around the world. He has displaced museum art, created a 9 room 
statement hotel that you can visit in Palestine called, “Walled Off 
Hotel,” and even produced a film titled, “Exit Through the Gift Shop.” 
He is one of the most prolific and well-known street artists living and 
working today. His art fetches millions of dollars at auction and is also 
available to be seen for free in public spaces. 

Banksy

Born approximately 
1974

Anonymous British  
Graffiti Artist

Famous for his 
politically charged and 
controversial street art

FAMOUS WORKS 
Love is in the Bin, 2018

Balloon Girl, 2002

Walled off Hotel, 2017

Banksy, McCormick, C., Schiller, M., Schiller, S., & Seno, E. (2010). Trespass: A history of uncommissioned urban art. Koln: Taschen.

Ellsworth-Jones, W. (2013). Banksy: The man behind the wall. New York, NY: St Martins Press.

Fisher, I. (2017, April 16). Banksy Hotel in the West Bank: Small, but Plenty of Wall Space. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes. 
 com/2017/04/16/world/middleeast/banksy-hotel-bethlehem-west-bank-wall.html

(n.d.). Retrieved from http://walledoffhotel.com/index.html

Banksy (2002). Baloon Girl [Stenciled on concrete]. Southbank, London
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RESPOND
Learning Objective: I can analyze and interpret meaning in artwork. I can apply criteria to evaluate 
artistic work.  

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

ADVANCED ACCOMPLISHED PRIORITY STANDARDS
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UNIT ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS LESSON VIDEO ARTIST BIO ASSESSMENT

2D

What is the purpose of 
investigating 2D artists and 

different creative approaches? 
What conditions, attitudes, 

and behaviors support 
inspiration for 2D art and 

creative thinking? 

DIPTYCH DEBATE WHAT IS VALUE? | ADVANCED AI WEIWEI JUST ONE PEER REVIEW

CLIMATE CHANGE COLLAGE WHAT IS COLOR? | ADVANCED CHRISTO AND CLAUDE CONNECT REFLECTION RUBRIC

3D

What is the purpose of 
investigating 3D artists and 

different creative approaches? 
What conditions, attitudes, 

and behaviors support 
inspiration for 3D art and 

creative thinking? 

THE FUTURE OF GENETICS WHAT IS PERSPECTIVE? ANDREAS GURSKY MIDPOINT CRITIQUE APPROACHES

 FOLK ART FOUND SCULPTURES WHAT IS SCULPTURE? FAITH RINGGOLD 
GALLERY WALK & CRITIQUE 

FEEDBACK

CERAMIC LINOCUTS WHAT IS FORM? | ADVANCED MAYA LIN CREATE REFLECTION RUBRIC

HISTORY
Ai Weiwei is a Chinese artist and activist. Weiwei attended Beijing 
Film Academy and originally studied animation. He originally came 
to the United States for school but dropped out in 1986 and made 
a living by drawing street art. After an earthquake in China in 2008, 
Weiwei began questioning the Chinese government, using his art 
politically.

CAREER
After the earthquake in Sichuan, Weiwei began questioning 
where the 80,000 lives lost were. Because of his public criticism 
towards the Chinese government, Weiwei was arrested in 2011 and 
eventually released on house arrest. Additionally, Weiwei was one 
of the architects to design the “Bird’s Nest” stadium for the 2008 
Olympics in Beijing; some question his collaboration on this project 
and see the result as his suggestion that China is a spiky nest.

Ai Weiwei
Born 1957

Chinese 
Sculpture installations, 
architectural 
woodworking, video, and 
photography

Famous for using art 
as a political statement 
towards the Chinese 
government

FAMOUS WORKS 
Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn, 1995 

Fairytale, 2007

Remembrance, 2010

Sunflower Seeds, 2010

Coca Cola Vase, 2014

KNOWN FOR
Weiwei is best known for being a 
political activist and using his art to 
help. Weiwei is one of the first artists 
to use social media as a medium for 
their artwork. Because of his topics, 
the Chinese government took down 
his blog and bulldozed his newly 
built studio.

Ai Weiwei: Biography. (n.d). Retrieved from http://www.aiweiwei.com/biography/index.html. 

Ai Weiwei: Never sorry. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.aiweiweineversorry.com/index.html.

Stevens, M. (Sept. 2012). Is Ai Weiwei China’s most dangerous man?  
 Retrieved from https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/is-ai-weiwei-chinas-most-dangerous-man-17989316/.

Ai Weiwei (1995). Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn [Photography]. Guggenheim, New York, NY.  
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Christo Vladimirov Javacheff 

        Born 1935 

        Bulgarian-born American

Jeanne-Claude Marie Denat 

        Lived 1935-2009

        French-born American

        Environmental Artists

        Famous for their public,
        temporary, and grandeur  
        environmental installations.

FAMOUS WORKS 
Realized:

Surrounded Islands, 1980-1983

The Floating Piers, 2014-2016

Running Fence, 1972-1976

Wrapped Reichstag, 1971-1995

London Mastaba 

In Progress:

L’Arc de Triomphe, 1962-2020

The Mastaba, since 1977

Christo and Jeanne-Claude. (2016, June 30). The Floating Piers  [Video file]. Retrieved from https://vimeo.com/172910439

Gmurzynska, K., & Rastorfer, M. (2016). Christo and Jeanne-Claude: Works in progress. Zurich: Galerie Gmurzynska.

Goheen, E. R. (1978). Wrapped walk ways: Loose Park, Kansas City, Missouri, 1977-78. New York, NY: Harry N. Abrams.

Home (2019). Retrieved from https://christojeanneclaude.net/

Kastner, J., & Wallis, B. (2015). Land and environmental art. London: Phaidon Press.

Lailach, M., & Grosenick, U. (2007). Land art. Hong Kong: Taschen.
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HISTORY
Both Christo Vladimirov Javacheff and Jeanne-Claude Marie 
Denat were born on the same day of the same year, but in 
different countries. He was born in Bulgaria and she was born in 
Morocco. The two meet in Paris, France, in 1958, when Christo 
painted portraits of Jeanne-Claude’s mother. Their son, Cyril, was 
born in 1960. A year later, they completed their first temporary 
outdoor installation. Since then, they’ve travelled the world 
creating massive installations together. Christo has continued 
their artistic endeavors alone after his wife’s death in 2009. He’s 
currently carrying on with the wrapping of L’Arc de Triomphe in 
Paris, France. They conceived of this idea in 1962 and it is due to 
premiere on April 6, 2020 for the duration of two weeks.

KNOWN FOR
Christo and Jeanne-Claude are globally known for transforming 
landscapes and architecture into large-scale temporary 
installations. They are famous for using fabric to materialize 
their visions by wrapping coastlines, buildings, trees, walkways; 
surrounding islands with it; and dividing terrain with enormous 
lengths of material. Because the work is temporary, it creates an 
urgency to see it before it is gone. The scope, scale and duration 
of their installations leads viewers into a ephemeral aesthetic 
experience that lives on beyond its showing through drawings, 
videos and photographs of the realized works. 

CAREER
Christo and Jeanne-Claude have a spansive art career lasting 
over 5 decades. Their first outdoor collaboration was Stacked Oil 
Barrels and Dockside Packages in 1961. Although their installations 
are intentionally temporary in nature, the preparatory phases 
of the projects can take many months, years and even decades 
to contextualize. The development period for each project is 
intensive and thorough--they would be an excellent example for 
students to study in regards to the development of their ideas! 

Christo and 
Jeanne-Claude
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CONNECT
Learning Objective: I can synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. I can 
relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

ADVANCED ACCOMPLISHED PRIORITY STANDARDS
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ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

JUST ONE
PEER REVIEW

HISTORY
Andreas Gursky grew up the son and grandson of commercial 

photographers in Dussdeldorf, West Germany. He studied 

photojournalism at the Folkwang Academy while earning money 

as a taxi driver. He later studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in 

Karlsruhe under the instruction of influential photographers Bernd 

and Hilla Becher. Although most of his peers began with black 

and white photography, he quickly took on the challenge of color 

photography, using large-format cameras. Gursky lives with his 

wife and family in Düsseldorf, where he shares a studio with fellow 

photographers.

CAREER
As his career progressed, he began finding inspiration in the 
American abstract expressionist artists such as Steven Shore, 
John Davies, and Jeff Wall.  By the late 1980s, Gursky was creating 
photographs that were so large, some of them measuring six 
feet high by ten feet long, that they could only be printed in a 
commercial lab on the largest photo paper that existed at the 
time. By the 1990s Gursky was beginning to experiment with the 
digital manipulation of photographs that he would later be known 
for. Since then he has exhibited his works at shows in galleries 
and museums in New York, Switzerland, France, England, Italy, 
Amsterdam, Sweden, Greece, and more. Since 2010 he has been a 
professor at his former university, Kunstakademie (Arts Academy) 
Düsseldorf.

Andreas Gursky
Born 1955

German Photographer

Famous for his digitally 
manipulated large-scale 
photographs featuring 
man-made landscapes

FAMOUS WORKS 
Ratingen Swimming Pool, 1987

Paris, Montparnasse, 1993

Rhein II, 1999

Chicago, Board of Trade II, 1999

99 Cent II Diptychon, 2001

KNOWN FOR
Gursky is best known for his use 
of digital manipulation to create 
large-scale photographs that often 
resemble abstract paintings from afar. 
His photographs traditionally feature 
scenes of vast public architecture 
and landscapes with an emphasis 
on highlighting the man-made and 
consumer-driven aspects of the 
modern world. His photographs were 
often taken from cranes or helicopters 
in order to capture the desired aerial 
perspective. Using a large-format 
camera, Gursky would then scan his 
images and digitally manipulate them, 
creating layers from multiple pictures. 
His style, which often contains no 
single focal point, includes a repetition 
of shapes and colors, giving the illusion 
that the photograph could go on 
forever.

Blumberg, N. (2019, January 11). Andreas Gursky. Retrieved from https://www.britannica.com/biography/Andreas-Gursky

Sawa, D. B. (2018, January 18). Andreas Gursky on the photograph that changed everything: ‘It was pure 
 intuition’. Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/jan/18/andreas-gursky- each-photograph- 
 is-a-world-of-its-own-best-photograph-salerno-harbour
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MID-POINT CRITIQUE APPROACHES
Critiques can play an important role in the art curriculum. Many times, critiques happen after 
the artwork is complete. Conducting a critique in the middle of a project gives students time 

to reflect on their work and gain insights from their peers before they complete it.

After allowing students to give the feedback in whatever way you choose - 
allow time for the artist to ask follow up questions.

Allow students to write feedback on 
sticky notes and place them by the 
artwork. Different prompts can be 
used like the TAG method to the right.

Sticky Notes
T

A

G

T - Tell the artist something
      you like.

A - Ask the artist a question.

G - Give the artist a suggestion.

The sandwich consists of bread (compliment), meat 
(constructive criticism), and more bread (another compliment).

The Sandwich Critique

Give them dry erase boards (or blank paper) with a marker, then 
when a student holds up his or her work, everyone else gives it a 
score from 1 to 10. Students judging the work with a high score 
can talk about what they like, and those judging with the low 
scores can discuss what they would like to see improved.

Olympic Judging

Students work together to engage in a respectful and 
meaningful discussion about the work. These discussions follow 
a very particular set of steps, which you can read about here.

Glow and Grow

Use a Google Form with prompts.

Digital

HISTORY
Daughter to a minister and a fashion designer, Faith Ringgold grew 
up in Harlem during the Great Depression and later the Harlem 
Renaissance. Ringgold’s mother taught her  to sew at a young age, 
and her grandmother reinforced the storytelling qualities quiltmaking 
has in African-American culture. In 1950, she began studying art at 
New York’s City College but found that her instructors did not teach 
her about African or African-American art. Instead, she explored this 
on her own, highlighting her ability to strive for more than what was 
offered to her.

KNOWN FOR
Ringgold is especially known for work she started at the beginning 
of her career: the American People Series and the Black Light 
Series. These paintings are political in nature and were also mostly 
ignored in the art community. However, as time went on and 
Ringgold continued to produce political, visual, and performance art, 
enthusiasts looked back at her early series, understanding them to be 
the foundation of everything that came after. Ringgold is also known 
for her story quilts, which influenced much of her later work.

CAREER
Throughout her career, Ringgold co-founded several feminist 
and anti-racism organizations, such as the Ad Hoc Women’s Art 
Committee, the Women Students and Artists for Black Art Liberation, 
the National Black Feminist Organization, and “Where We At” Black 
Women Artists. Through these groups, she protested museums that 
did not feature women or Black artists, and she brought art to new 
communities, such as prison populations. Her art form expanded 
several times throughout her career, as she is also known for using 
fabric and soft sculpture, creating costumes and masks, and writing 
children’s books. Regardless of the medium, however, Ringgold’s 
work is most often inspired by her experiences as an African-
American woman.

Faith
Ringgold

Born 1930

African-American 
Multimedia Artist and 
Author

Famous for using art to 
confront prejudice

FAMOUS WORKS 
American People Series #20: Die, 1967

The Black Light Series: Flag for the 
Moon, 1969

Who’s Afraid of Aunt Jemima, 1983

Change: Faith Ringgold’s Over 100 

Pounds Weight Loss Performance Story 
Quilt, 1986

Tar Beach, 1988

Faith Ringgold. (n.d.). Retrieved January 20, 2019, from https://www.artsy.net/artist/faith-ringgold 

Faith Ringgold’s Life and Legacy. (n.d.). Retrieved January 20, 2019, from  
 https://www.theartstory.org/artist-ringgold-faith-life-and-legacy.htm#biography_header 

Faith Ringgold. (1988). Tar Beach [Acrylic on fabric]. Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, NY.
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I would like feedback on:

1.

2.

3.

My idea behind the artwork:

Name:GALLERY WALK FEEDBACK

Peer reviewer name:

Peer reviewer name:

Peer reviewer name:

Peer reviewer name:

HISTORY
Maya Lin was born in Athens, Ohio, to a poet and a ceramicist. Her 
parents, who fled China during the rise of Communism, encouraged 
their children to express themselves through art, often sharing 
studio space as a family. Growing up, Lin was a hardworking student 
who found interest in nature, animals, art, and architecture. While 
traveling through Denmark as a student at Yale University, Lin 
experienced significant racism, leading her to address social justice 
issues through her art.

CAREER
After completing Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Lin continued to 
design memorials while also building sculptures from her New 
York studio. Soon after, she expanded her practice by using 
landscape and earth to create her sculptural work. Lin’s interest in 
environmentalism has lead her to activism. What is Missing?, one of 
her more recent works, addresses climate change and its impact on 
animal habitats. 

Maya Lin
1959-present

Chinese-American 
Architect and Sculptor

Famous for Famous for 
the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial in Washington, 
D.C.

FAMOUS WORKS 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial, 1982

Groundswell, 1993

The Wave Field, 1995

Eleven Minute Line, 2004

Water Line, 2006

What is Missing?, 2009

KNOWN FOR
During her senior year at Yale, 
Lin submitted a blueprint design 
for a Vietnam veterans memorial. 
Fourteen hundred anonymous 
submissions were considered by the 
public, and Lin’s plan was chosen. 
Because she was an unknown name 
with no connection to the Vietnam 
War, Lin was asked to defend her 
work to the United States Congress. 
Their apprehension resulted in a 
compromise: Lin would construct her 
memorial, and a traditional bronze 
statue would also be commissioned 
to be put near her work. 

Britannica, T. E. (2018, October 01). Maya Lin. Retrieved January 20, 2019, from https://www.britannica.com/biography/Maya-Lin 

Maya Lin’s Life and Legacy. (n.d.). Retrieved January 20, 2019, from  
 https://www.theartstory.org/artist-lin-maya-life-and-legacy.htm#biography_header  

Maya Lin (1982). Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Washington, D.C.
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CREATE
Learning Objective:  I can generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. I can organize and de-
velop artistic ideas and work. I can refine and complete artistic work. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

NCAS - VA:Cr1�2�IIa Choose from a 
range of materials and methods of 

traditional and contemporary artistic 
practices to plan works of art and 

design

NCAS - VA:Pr6�1�IIa Make, explain, and 
justify connections between artists 
or artwork and social, cultural, and 

political history.

NCAS - VA:Re�7�2�IIa Evaluate the 
effectiveness of an image or images to 
influence ideas, feelings, and behaviors 

of specific audiences.

NCAS - VA:Re8�1�IIa Identify types of 
contextual information useful in the 

process of constructing interpretations 
of an artwork or collection of works.

NCAS - VA:Cn10�1�IIa Utilize inquiry 
methods of observation, research, and 
experimentation to explore unfamiliar 

subjects through art- making.
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HIGH SCHOOL :  ADVANCED ADVANCED 

UNIT ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS LESSON VIDEO ARTIST BIO ASSESSMENT

2D

What is the connection of 
creating artwork preparing 
artwork for a portfolio or 

collection? What is the criteria 
for a portfolio? How does 

personal preference connect 
to 2D artmaking?

THE FORTUNE: EVOCATIVE  
STILL LIFE WHAT IS VALUE? | ADVANCED JANET FISH SELF-EVALUATION FOR STILL LIFE

A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW WHAT IS PERSPECTIVE? PAUL CEZANNE CREATE REFLECTION RUBRIC

COMPLEMENTARY IDENTITY  
PORTRAITS WHAT IS COLOR? | ADVANCED ALICE NEEL RESPOND REFLECTION RUBRIC

EMOTIONAL ORGANS WHAT IS LINE? | ADVANCED FRIDA KAHLO PRESENTING REFLECTION RUBRIC

LAYERED METAPHOR COLLAGE WHAT IS VALUE? | ADVANCED SALVADOR DALI
GALLERY WALK & CRITIQUE  

FEEDBACK

HISTORY
Janet Fish was born in Boston, Massachusetts, and moved with 
her family to Bermuda when she was 10. Her father was an art 
history professor, her mother was a sculptor and potter, and her 
grandfather was a noted American Impressionist, so art was in her 
blood. Fish spent a summer studying at the Art Students League 
in New York and completed a summer residency at the Skowhegan 
School of Painting & Sculpture in Maine after earning a degree in 
sculpture and printmaking from Smith College. She went on to be 
one of the first women to earn an MFA from Yale University School 
of Art and Architecture.

CAREER
Janet Fish’s first solo show was in New Jersey in 1967, and 
she went on to exhibit throughout the United States during 
the decades thereafter. Her work is in the collections of many 
museums, including the Whitney Museum of American Art and 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. She has taught at the School of 
Visual Arts and the University of Chicago, among other institutions. 
Fish believes in lifelong learning and artistic experimentation. 
She continues to paint, dividing her time between Manhattan and 
Vermont.

Janet Fish
Born 1938

American realist painter

Famous for realistic and 
colorful still life paintings

FAMOUS WORKS 
Box of Grapes, 1969

Tulip, Apple and Glass, 1980

Dog Days, 1993

Bag, Honey, 1996

Lattice Vase, 2001

KNOWN FOR
Fish is known for large, bold still life 
paintings. She captures the moment 
with vivid colors and her ability to 
convey the interplay between light 
and shadows. Fish experiments 
with painting transparent items, 
such as glass and water, and with 
spatial effects, such as flipping the 
importance of the background and 
foreground.

Fish, J. and Henry, G. (ed.) (1987) Janet Fish. New York: Burton Skira Inc.

Official website. (n.d.) DC Moore Gallery. Retrieved from http://www.dcmooregallery.com/artists/janet-fish 

Janet Fish (1980). Tulip, Apple and Glass [Oil on canvas]. 
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HISTORY
Born into a wealthy family, Paul Cezanne was expected to enter 
law. After persuading his father to let him study art, Cezanne nearly 
dropped out of art school, depressed that he wasn’t as technically 
proficient as the other students. After a period of dark work, 
Cezanne explored Impressionism, taking his canvases outside all 
over the countryside to paint, which was still considered radical. His 
emphasis on the underlying structure of his subjects foreshadowed 
Cubism.

CAREER
Isolated, socially awkward, and sometimes violent, Cezanne 
struggled throughout his life to express in paint his revolutionary 
ideas about the nature of art. He explored the properties of line, 
plane, and color and often painted objects in one hue to produce 
the greatest effect of fullness of form. Cezanne believed artists 
should use cylinders, spheres, and cones to represent art in 
nature. Modern critics find the dignity of form in Cezanne’s work 
reminiscent of the simplicity of form that produced Classical art.

Paul Cezanne
1839-1906

French Painter

Famous for being one 
of the greatest Post-
Impressionists

FAMOUS WORKS 
The Basket of Apples, 1893

Mont Saint-Victoire with Viaduct,  

1885-1887

KNOWN FOR
Cezanne is known as the most 
significant pioneer of 20th-century 
abstract painting. His spatial 
explorations paved the way for 
Cubism and Fauvism. Picasso 
declared Cezanne as “the father of 
us all.”

Arnason, H. H., & Kalb, P. (2003). History of Modern Art: Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Photography. Fifth edition. Upper  
 Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall.

Huyghe, R. (2019, January 29). Paul Cezanne. Encyclopaedia Britannica.  
 Retrieved from https://www.britannica.com/biography/Paul-Cezanne

Tansey, R. & Kleiner, F. (1996). Gardner’s Art through the Ages II: Renaissance and Modern Art. Tenth edition. Fort Worth, TX:  
 Harcourt Brace College Publishers.  

Cezanne, P. (1893). The Basket of Apples [Oil on canvas]. Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
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Please explain how you created a “personal” still life study. Explain how and why you 
arranged your still life the way that you did. Remember that an aspect of this assignment 

is about creating an evocative, personal mood. 

SELF-EVALUATION FOR STILL LIFE
Student name:  _________________________________________  Class:  _____________________

POOR
1

MODERATE
2

GOOD
3

STRONG
4

EXCELLENT
5

Materials used well; 
technique is excellent; good 
value inclusion

Evidence of thinking;  
clear visual intent; clear 
marks of intent; clear, 
evocative mark-making

Purposeful, planned 
composition; use of rule of 
thirds; clear visual planning

Inventive/ Imaginative

Awareness of style and 
format

Inclusion of additive/ 
subtractive methods; range 
in value.

GLOWS & GROWS  
REVIEW EACH QUESTION AND RESPOND.

GLOW: What was something that was a success, surprise, or both?

GROW: What was something you learned, that happened, or that challenged you?

SELF-EVALUATION: Please reflect and score yourself.

theartofeducation.edu
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CREATE
Learning Objective:  I can generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. I can organize and de-
velop artistic ideas and work. I can refine and complete artistic work. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

NCAS - VA:Cr1�2�IIIa Choose from a range 
of materials and methods of traditional and 

Contemporary artistic practices, following or 
breaking established conventions, to plan the 
making of multiple works of art and design

based on a theme, idea, or concept.

NCAS - VA:Cr2�1�IIIa Experiment, 
plan, and make multiple works of art 
and design that explore a personally 
meaningful theme, idea, or concept.

NCAS - VA:Cr3�1�IIIa Reflect on, re-
engage, revise, and refine works of art or 

design considering relevant traditional 
and contemporary criteria as well as 

personal artistic vision.

NCAS - VA:Pr5�1�IIIa Investigate, 
compare, and contrast methods for 

preserving and protecting art.

NCAS - VA:Cn10�1�IIIa Synthesize 
knowledge of social, cultural, historical, 

and personal life with art-making 
approaches to create meaningful works 

of art or design.

HISTORY
Alice Neel was born in Merion Square, Pennsylvania, in 1900. In 1921, 
Neel began classes at School of Design for Women (now known as 
Moore College of Art and Design). After receiving two consecutive 
honorable mentions for the Francisca Naiade Balano Prize in her 
portrait classes, Neel went to the Chester Springs summer school 
where she met her husband, Carlos Enríquez, a Cuban artist. Neel’s 
first-born child died of diptheria shortly after turning one year old. As 
a result of this tragedy, Neel experienced a nervous breakdown and 
attempted suicide.

KNOWN FOR
Alice Neel is known for her portraits illustrating anyone from loved 
ones to complete strangers. With the use of broad strokes and 
compelling colors, Neel’s paintings show the emotions of her models. 
Known for her expressionistic portraits, many of Neel’s paintings 

demonstrate exhausted mothers, grief, and pain.

CAREER
Considering the time Neel lived, it is no surprise that she was a 
positive influence on women. Instead of taking care of the home and 
children, Neel was a working mother with her art. She was also a 
positive influence for minorities, especially in painting Puerto Ricans’ 
emotions while living in Spanish Harlem. Neel received honorable 
mention for the Francisa Naiade Balano Prize (1923 and 1924). 
Awards received include the International Women’s Year Award 
(1976), National Women’s Caucus of Art Award (1979), and more. 
Neel did not gain much recognition until the 1970s.

Alice
Neel

1900-1984

American Painter

Famous for 
expressionistic portraits 
illustrating models’ 
emotions, though it was 
unpopular at the time

FAMOUS WORKS 
Well Baby Clinic, 1928

T.B. Harlem, 1940

The Spanish Family, 1943

Mercedes Arroyo, 1952

Dominican Boys on 108th Street, 1955

Andy Warhol, 1970

Dorothy Pearlstein, 1973

Margaret Evans Pregnant, 1978

Blumberg, N. & Ferry, E. (updated 2019). Alice Neel: American painter.  
 Retrieved from www.britannica.com/biography/Alice-Neel. 

Kenaugh, S. (n.d.). Alice Neel. Retrieved from www.aliceneel.com/biography/. 

Alice Neel (1952). Mercedes Arroyo [Oil on canvas]. 
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RESPOND
Learning Objective: I can analyze and interpret meaning in artwork. I can apply criteria to evaluate 
artistic work.  

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Frida Kahlo’s life began and ended in Mexico City. As a child, she 
had polio and also survived a terrible bus crash. These incidents left 
her with lifelong health problems. At age 22, she married the famous 
painter Diego Rivera. They had a tumultuous marriage, actually 
divorcing later and remarrying one year later. Kahlo was active in 
politics, and she traveled the world and painted throughout her life.

KNOWN FOR
Kahlo is best known for her self-portraits and the pain, passion, and 
emotion that come through in her work. She filled her paintings with 
items inspired by the nature and artifacts of Mexican culture. Her 
original style combined Mexican folk art, realism, and surrealism, and 

her self-portraits tell dramatic stories about her life and experiences.

CAREER
Kahlowas an excellent student who enjoyed the arts but did not 
begin painting until a bus accident left her bedridden for months. 
She was encouraged to continue painting by Rivera, already a 
famous painter in his own right, whom she later married. She 
continued creating more and more paintings, gaining more and 
more recognition for her work. She exhibited in New York, Paris, 
and throughout the world in the late 1930s. She continued working 
throughout the next decade-plus before her health severely declined. 
She passed away in 1954.

Frida
Kahlo

1907-1954

Mexican Painter

Famous for Surrealistic  
Self-Portraits

FAMOUS WORKS 
Self-Portrait with Monkey, 1938

What the Water Gave Me, 1938

The Frame, 1938

The Two Fridas, 1939

Self-Portrait with Thorn Necklace, 1940

Arnason, H. H., & Mansfield, E. (2013). History of modern art. Seventh edition. Boston: Pearson.

Janson, H. W., Davies, P. J. E., & Janson, H. W. (2011). Janson’s history of art: The western tradition. Upper Saddle River, NJ: 
Prentice Hall.

Frida Kahlo (1938). The Frame [Mixed media]. Louvre, Paris, France.
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PRESENTING
Learning Objective: I can select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation. I can develop and 
refine artistic techniques and work for presentation. I can convey meaning through the presentation of 
artistic work. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

PRESENTATION:

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Salvador Dalí was born just outside Barcelona, Spain, to a 
supportive middle-class family. Dalí studied art at the Madrid 
School of Fine Arts and later at the Special Painting, Sculpture and 
Engraving School of San Fernando. His eccentric personality and 
experimental mindset led him to popularity at school. However, Dalí 
insulted an instructor during his final exam, leading to expulsion 
and the lack of a formal degree. This led him to a nine-month 
hiatus, which ended after meeting Pablo Picasso and finding new 
inspiration in the Cubist movement.

CAREER
Along with his natural talent and commitment, Dalí’s controversial 
personality and engaging imagination paved the way for a wildly 
successful career in the arts. While he is best known for his 
paintings and sculptures, Dalí was also commissioned to design 
theatre sets, retail window displays, and clothing. Both Walt Disney 
and director Alfred Hitchcock worked with Dalí, allowing for his 
creative genius to be seen through film. After spending many 
years in France and the United States to advance his career, Dalí 
moved back to Spain and spent the last thirty years of his life there, 
creating art in his personal studio.

Salvador Dalí
1904-1989

Spanish Painter, Sculptor, 
Filmmaker, Printmaker, 
and Performance Artist

Famous for Surrealist 
artwork

FAMOUS WORKS 
Un Chien Andalou, 1927

The Persistence of Memory, 1931

The Enigma of William Tell, 1933

Lobster Telephone, 1936

The Mae West Brooch, 1949

KNOWN FOR
Dalí’s art is known for having a 
dreamlike quality. In addition to 
Picasso, Dalí was also influenced 
by Freud’s psychoanalytic theories, 
which famously include dream 
interpretation. Dalí’s personality 
was known to be outgoing and 
flamboyant; perhaps this trait led 
him to create many shocking images, 
causing controversy. Eventually, Dalí 
joined the Surrealists, a group of 
artists known for their avant-garde 
interpretations of the unconscious 
mind and imagination.

Britannica, T. E. (2019, January 19). Salvador Dalí. Retrieved January 28, 2019, from  
 https://www.britannica.com/biography/Salvador-Dali 

Salvador Dalí  (n.d.) Retrieved January 28, 2019, from  
 https://www.theartstory.org/artist-dali-salvador-life-and-legacy.htm#biography_header  

Salvador Dalí (1931). The Persistence of Memory. Musuem of Modern Art, New York, NY.
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I would like feedback on:

1.

2.

3.

My idea behind the artwork:

Name:GALLERY WALK FEEDBACK

Peer reviewer name:

Peer reviewer name:

Peer reviewer name:

Peer reviewer name:

ADVANCED ADVANCED PRIORITY STANDARDS
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UNIT ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS LESSON VIDEO ARTIST BIO ASSESSMENT

3D

What is the connection of 
creating artwork preparing 
artwork for a portfolio or 

collection? What is the criteria 
for a portfolio? How does 

personal preference connect 
to 3D artmaking?

PATTERN PLATTERS WHAT IS TEXTURE? | ADVANCED MARIA MARTINEZ ARTMAKING PROCESS CHECKLIST

DISRUPTION WHAT IS SPACE? | ADVANCED GABRIEL OROZCO CREATIVE PROCESS REFLECTION

HOME SWEET HOMES WHAT IS SCULPTURE? FRANK GEHRY CREATE REFLECTION RUBRIC

TREE BRANCH WEAVINGS WHAT IS SCULPTURE? DEBORAH BUTTERFIELD 4 3 2 1 REFLECTION

CAN’T STAND STILL WHAT IS FORM? | ADVANCED ALEXANDER CALDER JUST ONE PEER REVIEW

HISTORY
Maria Martinez, born Maria Antonia Montoya, lived at the Pueblo 
(Native settlement) of San Ildefonso, near Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
from her birth in 1887 until her death in 1980. As a young girl, she 
had already mastered the art of ceramics, learning the techniques 
from her aunt and other potters in the Pueblo. She collaborated 
with her husband, Julian, who assisted her in making and painting 
the pots. While she spent some time working in Santa Fe, she 
preferred the traditional life as a tribal member in her ancestral 
home.

CAREER
At the start of Martinez’s career, her pots were mostly used for food 
storage, cooking, and ceremonies. Once the railroad was established 
in the 1890s, however, inexpensive pots became quite easy to 
acquire. Martinez was able to continue selling her work by gaining 
the attention of non-Native audiences who purchased the pots as 
works of art rather than items of function. Martinez was generous 
with her talent, teaching her craft to the other women in her village 
and those surrounding it in order to provide a new source of 
income to many. She was invited to the White House four times and 
received honorary doctorates from the University of Colorado and 
New Mexico State University.

Maria Martinez
1887-1980

Native American Potter

Famous for introducing 
the unique Pueblo 
style of ceramic art, 
specifically her black-
on-black pots, to a wider 
audience

FAMOUS WORKS 
Plate, 1930

Jar, 1939

Feather Bowl, 1948

KNOWN FOR
Martinez is best known for her style 
of applying a matte black design 
over a shiny black surface. Through 
trial and error, she and her husband 
Julian discovered that smothering 
the fire with powdered cow manure 
turned red clay into a shiny black 
surface. She valued the communal 
aspect of working, creating the 
perfectly symmetrical vessels by 
hand but leaving the decorating to 
her husband and others.

About Maria Martinez. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.mariamartinezpottery.com/about-maria-martinez.html

Puebloan: Maria Martinez, Black-on-black ceramic vessel. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/indigenous-americas/a/puebloan-maria-martinez-black-on-black-
ceramic-vessel

Maria Martinez (1939). Jar [Blackware].
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HISTORY
Gabriel Orozco was born in 1962 in Veracruz, Mexico, to pianist 
Cristina Felix Romandia and mural artist  Mario Orozco Rivera. He 
attended school at the Escuela Nacional de Artes Plásticas at the 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México in Mexico City, followed 
by the Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid. As a constant traveller in 
Berlin, Spain, Mexico City, and New York, Orozco chooses to work 
with everyday objects within the urban landscape rather than in a 
formal studio setting. Orozco married Maria Gutierrez on August 
2, 1994, in New York. They have one son, Simón, born in November 
2004. Orozco lives and works in New York, Mexico, and France.

KNOWN FOR
Orozco is known for his curiosity and fascination with things that are 
traditionally taken for granted - objects that people don’t usually pay 
attention to. He uses his camera to create awareness of everyday 
things. His work merges art and reality by challenging the viewer to 

experience their everyday environment as art. 

CAREER
Orozco’s artwork emerged in the 1990s and gained recognition 
at his first solo museum show entitled Projects at The Museum of 
Modern Art in 1993. Orozco repeatedly explores games in his work, 
transforming the rules and materials of the game and challenging 
viewers to transform their expectations of what they think they know. 
His contribution to 21st century art is, as he would prefer, not tied to 
one particular medium or message due to his desire to represent the 
fragile and changing relationship of everyday objects to one another 
and to human beings.

Gabriel 
Orozco

Born 1962

Mexican Sculptor, 
Photographer, 
Conceptual Artist 
(drawing, installation, 
sculpture, photography, 
video, painting)

Famous for using 
a variety of media 
to create artwork 
that emphasizes 
commonplace and 
overlooked urban and 
natural objects

FAMOUS WORKS 
Five Problems, 1992

La DS, 1993

Horses Running Endlessly, 1995

Black Kites, 1997

Toilet Ventilator, 1997

Gabriel Orozco Artworks & Famous Art. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.theartstory.org/artist-orozco-gabriel-artworks.htm

Gabriel Orozco. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/gabriel-orozco

Gabriel Orozco in “Loss & Desire”. (n.d.). Retrieved from  
 https://art21.org/watch/art-in-the-twenty-first-century/s2/gabriel-orozco-in-loss-desire-segment/

Gabriel Orozco (1993). La DS
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Name:        Class:

In one paragraph, explain your process for PLANNING the artwork. 

In one paragraph, explain your process for REVISING the artwork. 

In one paragraph, explain your process for CREATING the artwork. 

theartofeducation.edu

CREATIVE PROCESS 
REFLECTION 
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ARTMAKING PROCESS 
CHECKLIST 
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Project complete?  Yes      No

Additional comments: 

DESCRIPTION OF STEPS NEEDED 
TO COMPLETE WORK.

Student Teacher Additional Steps Needed?

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Gehry was born in Toronto, Canada. As a young boy, he and his 
grandmother built cities out of scrap pieces of wood and the challah 
bread dough she gave him to use as modeling clay. He moved 
with his family to Los Angeles when he was a teenager and later 
graduated from the University of Southern California with a degree 
in architecture. Gehry took classes in city planning at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Design, served a year in the Army, and worked 
for a couple of architectural firms. Then, he took a position as an 
architect in Paris, which gave him the opportunity to study the work 
of Le Corbusier, a pioneer of modern architecture.

CAREER
After establishing his own firm in Los Angeles in 1962, Gehry 
became interested in avante-garde painters and sculptors who 
used industrial materials in their works. He created a popular line 
of corrugated cardboard furniture, rebuilt his own home with a 
flair that his neighbors didn’t appreciate, and designed lamps and 
other objects using fish and snake motifs. He begain adding more 
imaginative elements into his building designs. Critics liked what 
he was doing, and he attracted international attention that led to 
his designing multiple buildings overseas as well as in the U.S. He 
was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the United States’ 
highest civilian honor, in 2016.

Frank Gehry
Born 1929

Canadian-born American 
architect

Famous for imaginative 
building designs that 
appear disjointed

FAMOUS WORKS 
Vitra Design Museum Weil am Rhein, 
Germany, opened 1989 

Peix (Fish) Barcelona, Spain, 1992

Guggenheim Museum 
Bilbao, Spain, opened 1997

Walt Disney Concert Hall 
Los Angeles, CA, opened 2003

Fondation Louis Vuitton
Paris, France, opened 2014

KNOWN FOR
Gehry is a renowned architect with 
a very distinctive and recognizable 
style. Scholars describe his designs 
as whimsical, fanciful, and as 
pushing geometric boundaries. His 
buildings appear to be fragmented 
or disjointed. They are chaotic, but 
also beautiful.

Goldberger, P. (2015). Building Art: The Life and Work of Frank Gehry. New York: Alfred A. Knopf.

Isenberg, B. (2009). Conversations with Frank Gehry. New York: Alfred A. Knopf.

Frank Gehry (1997). Guggenheim Museum. Bilbao, Spain
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CREATE 
REFLECTION RUBRIC
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CREATE
Learning Objective:  I can generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. I can organize and de-
velop artistic ideas and work. I can refine and complete artistic work. 

I met the objectives in these 
ways:

Additional comments:

I met MOST of the objectives in 
these ways: 

I fell short in this area because: 

•

•

•

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

(List specifics here)

ARTWORK:

Name:        Class:

HISTORY
Deborah Butterfield was born in 1949 in San Diego, California. She 
earned both her bachelor’s degree and her master’s degree from 
the University of California-Davis. This is where she first developed 
her interest in the subject matter she would utilize throughout her 
career and where she created her first sculptures. Butterfield now 
spends her time between her horse farm in Bozeman, Montana, and 

her studio in Hawaii.

CAREER
After studying in California in the 1970s, Butterfield worked as a 
professor in both Wisconsin and Montana through the mid-1980s 
while also continuing to work as an artist. For the past 40 years, she 
has exhibited her art in the United States and around the world. Her 
work continues to showcase her respect, understanding, and love of 
horses. 

Deborah Butterfield
Born 1949

American Sculptor

Famous for sculptures 
of horses using different 
materials and styles

FAMOUS WORKS 
Small Dry Fork Horse, 1978

Yellow River, 1984

Riot, 1990

Rory, 1992

Blue Lily, 2014

Kokai, 2017

KNOWN FOR
Butterfield is best known for her 
sculptures of horses, created in 
different sizes and with different 
materials. Her sculptures are made 
with wood, metal, found objects, 
and a variety of other materials. 
The newest sculptures are made of 
bronze pieces created from casts 
of sticks and branches. Her style is 
sculptural but appears to be almost 
a three-dimensional version of a 
contour or gestural drawing. The 
accumulation of smaller pieces 
develops into a layered, visually 
interesting whole.

Arnason, H. H., & Mansfield, E. (2013). History of modern art. Seventh edition. Boston: Pearson.

Gordon, R., & Butterfield, D. (2011). Deborah Butterfield. Reprint Edition. New York: Harry N. Abrams.

Deborah Butterfield (1990). Riot [Steel sculpture]. Delaware Art Museum
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4 THINGS I LEARNED BY MAKING THIS ARTWORK:

3 THINGS I WANT TO SHARE ABOUT MY ARTWORK:

2 THINGS I COULD CHANGE ABOUT THIS ARTWORK:

1 THING I WILL NEVER FORGET:

4•3•2•1

HISTORY
Alexander Calder was born outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
into a family with a deeply embedded art background. His parents, 
a sculptor and a portrait painter, cultivated his desire to create from 
a young age. Initially, he did not pursue art in college, instead opting 
to go to Stevens Institute of Technology where he earned a degree 
in engineering. Several years later, Calder changed course and 
decided to become an artist. While on assignment to sketch circus 
scenes for the National Police Gazette, he discovered a love of the 
circus that would remain for the rest of his life.

CAREER
Calder created an enormous body of work, ranging from oil 
painting to jewelry to sculpture, throughout the course of his life. 
His engineering background is apparent in the thoughtful way he 
employed structure and movement in his pieces. He was heavily 
influenced by Piet Mondrian, an abstract artist whose studio 
inspired Calder to gravitate toward abstractionism himself. Calder 
enjoyed many accomplishments in his life, the final one being the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom and the Bicentennial Artist Award 
from the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City in 1976 
(Artnet, n.d.), which also, coincidentally, happened to be the year he 
died.

Alexander Calder
1898-1976

American Sculptor

Famous for his 
innovative use of wire 
and movement in 
sculpture

FAMOUS WORKS 
Cirque Calder, 1926-31

Rearing Stallion, 1928

Cascading Flowers, 1949

Four White Petals, 1960 

La Grand vitesse, 1969

Model for East Building Mobile, 1972

KNOWN FOR
Growing out of his love of the circus 

emerged an innovative use of wire 

and materials that would evolve into 

Calder creating what’s been referred 

to as “mobiles” and “stabiles.” The 

mobiles were capable of movement, 

while stabiles were grounded and 

often huge. 

Alexander Calder. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.nga.gov/collection/artist-info.2047.html?artobj_  
 artistId=2047&sortOrder=CHRONOLOGICAL&pageNumber=5&lastFacet=sortOrder#biography

Calder’s Life: Biography (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.calder.org/life/photobiography

Alexander Calder (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.artnet.com/artists/alexander-calder/

Who is Alexander Calder?. (n.d.). Retrieved from  
 https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/alexander-calder-848/who-is-alexander-calder

Alexander Calder (1960). Four White Petals [Painted sheet metal].
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ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE AWESOME PART 
OF THE ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE QUESTION I 
HAVE ABOUT THE 

ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

ONE SUGGESTION 
TO CHANGE OR 

EDIT WITHIN THE 
ARTWORK IS:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

Artist’s Name:          Reviewer’s Name:

JUST ONE
PEER REVIEW

NCAS - VA:Cr1�2�IIIa Choose from a range 
of materials and methods of traditional and 

Contemporary artistic practices, following or 
breaking established conventions, to plan the 
making of multiple works of art and design

based on a theme, idea, or concept.

NCAS - VA:Cr2�1�IIIa Experiment, 
plan, and make multiple works of art 
and design that explore a personally 
meaningful theme, idea, or concept.

NCAS - VA:Cr3�1�IIIa Reflect on, re-
engage, revise, and refine works of art or 

design considering relevant traditional 
and contemporary criteria as well as 

personal artistic vision.

NCAS - VA:Pr5�1�IIIa Investigate, 
compare, and contrast methods for 

preserving and protecting art.

NCAS - VA:Cn10�1�IIIa Synthesize 
knowledge of social, cultural, historical, 

and personal life with art-making 
approaches to create meaningful works 

of art or design.

ADVANCED ADVANCED PRIORITY STANDARDS


